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Cranial Approaches & Microvascular
/ Bypass Skills Lab
Under the direction of our newest attending, Dr. Reid
Gooch, the neurosurgery residents have had the
opportunity to start practicing microsurgical skill sets
outside of the operating room. Recently, Dr. Evans
received some cadaver heads which the residents are
using to practice learning different cranial and skull
base approaches. The second component of the lab
involves chicken wings – yes, you read that correctly!
The brachial artery of a chicken wing is approximately
1 mm – the same caliber as a cortical vessel. This
makes it a practical yet effective educational tool
for the residents. The time spent in the lab has been
a great success, and with generous support from
Alumni, friends and Family of the Department, we
hope to make some much needed renovations to our
lab space to continue using it in the years to come.
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in neurosurgery. Jefferson’s team shined as
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Dr. Rosenwasser was the honored guest. He
presented an honored guest lecture titled ”The
Neurosurgeon as a Stroke Specialist” and, “The
Evolution of Neurovascular Surgery: Procedural
or Disease Oriented?”. As the presentations
began, our faculty stood out amongst the
rest—people were literally on the edge of their
seats to hear about cutting-edge science and
technological advances being developed at
Jefferson.
After a day of presentations, the Jefferson
glow continued at the President’s Reception
and Honored Guest Dinner, which had a fun
“Southwest Formal” dress code. A great time
was had by all !

Pan-Philadelphia Neurosurgery
Conference
The annual Pan-Philadelphia Neurosurgery Conference
was a great success this year. The event was hosted
at the Union League, and the Keynote Speaker was
Dr. Kim Burchiel from OHSU. As usual, Jefferson’s
Department of Neurosurgery was well represented
across all panels. Residents Fadi Al Saeigh (PGY4) and
Thana Theofanis (PGY5) both gave oral presentations
in the resident research symposium. Thana’s work on
sphenopalatine ganglion stimulation and modulation
of the blood brain barrier won the award for best basic
science presentation.

Check us out on social media!
The neurosurgery residents have started social media pages to keep followers in the loop with
happenings within the department. These pages are soley authored by the residents with relevant updates
and exciting things happening within the department. Please give them a follow on:
Instagram @jeffersonneurosurgery |

Twitter @TJUHNeurosurg

